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 Most businesses are founded on an idea, a dream, a 

vision of tomorrow. In this case, the vision is focused on 

supporting state and local government and citizens to come 

together in meaningful ways to address issues and concerns, and 

to share ideas and solutions at the front-end of policy and 

program development, rather than after implementation. 

 The inclusion of citizen voice doesn't begin and end with 

the legislative process. Indeed, authentic citizen engagement in 

legislative processes is limited by the efforts of lobbyists, big 

money interests, and entrenched power structures.  

 State and local government agencies, as the 

implementing organizations of legislative mandates, have a crucial 

role in getting citizens to the planning table. Involving citizens fully and authentically in these sorts of 

activities, however, requires: 

 

 Adequate resources to support citizen participation.  

 Nimbleness and flexibility to meet people where they are at, in the times and places that 

work best for them.  

 Skilled facilitation that support people in honestly and respectfully exploring their 

differences of interests, needs and life experiences.  

 

 By encouraging and supporting agencies to more meaningfully and deeply include citizens, 

better outcomes in program and policy implementation can be expected. Accordingly, the business goal 

is to create a viable consultation service that can help agencies plan and design programs and policies 

that better reflect the populations they serve. Customer engagement strategies must attend to selling 

that vision using one voice but multiple methods to connect customers to the business and to each 

other. From a marketing standpoint, the question is one of how best to position a viable, respected and 

trusted consultation business, that raises awareness, generates interest, makes a strong case for 

consideration, closes the deal and completes the cycle with first-rate services? This report address those 

questions and issues. 

A successful 

business is one 

that has sold its 

idea, the why of 

the business and 

then follows that 

up with reliable 

and consistent 

products or 

services that work 

toward meeting 

that vision. 
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Establishing the Framework for an Achievable Plan 

 The Customer Decision Journey framework, discussed in the 2009 McKinsey Quarterly, replaced 

the familiar purchase funnel concept with the consumer decision journey, to leverage more 

opportunities to "reach consumers at the moments that most influence their decisions." However, Greg 

Sattel challenges that notion, asking "Is that what we really want from the companies who serve us? To 

focus their efforts on influencing our decisions at times when we are most likely to be compliant?" 

("Marketers Need to Rethink," 2015). Satell believes marketers can and must do better, by "shifting 

perspective from identifying touch points on the consumer decision journey to enhancing experiences 

all the way through" ("Marketers Need to Rethink," 2015).  

 Enhanced experiences must apply not only to the primary customer (government), but include 

all stakeholders, government employees through citizens. This enhanced approach can help identify 

niche populations and outliers, rather than lumping customers into one group. It also more clearly 

matches the stated business vision and mission by modeling a multifaceted, customer-centric approach. 

This is critical to demonstrate for government executives who are often stymied by their reliance on an 

average understanding of citizens with a one-size-fits-all approach in order to meet the reporting and 

outcome requirements required by legislative mandate.  

 Satell's enhanced approach to customers also demonstrates multileveled engagement 

strategies, critical to authentic citizen participation. It takes many tactics to reach the higher rungs on 

Sherry Arnstein's ladder of citizen engagement (1969).  The consulting business offers services and 

supports to agencies that can empower a wider pool of citizens to help craft the programs and policies 

that so significantly impact their lives and communities. Building respect and trust among potential 

customers requires modeling this approach in its own efforts to attract and engage customers. In the 

final analysis, government organizations are established to serve their customers, tax-paying citizens.  

 

Phases of Customer Engagement 

 Greg Sattel notes that marketing is "the art and science of discovering what people want and 

offering it to them" and that "awareness, adaptation and a willingness to experiment" are key 

performance attributes for marketers in today's world. While Sattel criticizes the funnel model used in 

marketing campaigns, he also notes that "marketing models will never be perfect" and that their best 

use is in helping "weed out failed approaches" ("Why Most Markerters Will Fail", 2014).  
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 Regardless of the model, a crucial point made by Craig Fitzgerald in his 2014 article Inbound 

Marketing: The Four Stages of Engagement (and with which Satell would undoubtedly agree) is that 

"content must be tailored to your customers at each stage of their journeys and kept current to 

maintain their interest." Regardless of the model used, relevant and timely messaging are the keys to 

success. More to the point, perhaps, is the idea that "how the organization manages its . . . 

communication activities has much to do with the returns it receives" (Schultz, et al., 2009, p. 183).  

 

Awareness: Attention and Evaluation 

 During the awareness-building phase of marketing a product, savvy marketers must cast a wide 

net in order to attract potential customers. As Satell states, the goal is not to "drive" the customer to the 

business, but to "get them to start thinking seriously" about the product or service ("Rethinking 

Marketing Strategy", 2013).   At this point, marketing tactics should include: 

 Content with wide appeal, delivered routinely and predictably.  

 Content that addresses interests, concerns and needs of customers. 

 Content that makes it easy for the customer to learn more about the business goals, services, or 

products when he or she chooses to do so. 

 

Driving Sales: Recency and Proximity 

 Reaching customers at the time they make a purchase has taken on new complexities and 

opportunities in the digital era. Customers no longer have to enter a brick-and-mortar store, or 

complete a magazine order through the postal service or by telephone to buy a product or service. They 

can do so online through desktop computers and electronic handheld devices. Handheld devices have 

made it possible for customer's to shop any time, any place. Accordingly, marketing tactics should 

include: 

 Simplified access to the business website or customer service representative to order goods and 

services at the time the customer decides he or she needs or wants them. 

 Immediate follow-up or acknowledgement of the customer's order or inquiry in a method that 

best suits the customer's need (i.e., by email, text message, phone call). 
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Advocacy: Value Exchange and Community 

This is an area of planning that tends to be the most tenuous for businesses, simply because it's a new 

concept that takes the idea of value far beyond simply getting one's money's worth. Marketing tactics 

should include creating an exchange of value beyond profit by:  

 Providing a platform for current, potential, and not-yet-interested-in-the-product-but-liking-

the-interaction customers to build community through online platforms. 

 Recognize the customer's experience as valuable and provide them with options for sharing 

their ideas, making sure to provide feedback in a timely fashion.  

  

Customer Engagement Strategies 

 Government agencies most frequently serve as an intermediary market. They write policy in 

response to legislation, informing the development and implementation of programs and budgets. 

Implementation is most often carried out through contracts with external businesses. The internal 

customer (agency employees) and the external customer (citizens) are generally considered 

peripherally, the one tasked with carrying out the development and the implementation, and the other 

being the recipient of the policies and programs.  

 The challenge for agencies is in staying responsive and supporting two-way communication. As 

communication technology options increase and agencies dive more deeply into their use, it imperative 

to avoid the trap described by George Julian, warning that "if we’re not careful we’ll be using social 

media to claim increased engagement, when actually we’re just hanging around those bottom rungs  . . .  

[of Arnstein's ladder] . . . and broadcasting at people" ("Social Media and Citizen engagement", 2013).  

 It's not simply enough to set up Facebook pages and Twitter accounts, or to provide colorful, 

glossy, plain-talked brochures. Customers are looking for connection and participation. Skilled 

facilitation services can assist government agencies in identifying means, tools and messaging that is 

responsive to and inclusive of consistent, authentic participation of external and internal customers.  

 In Testing the Waters: Understanding Potential Customers student assignment for COMSTRAT 

564: Consumer Behavior and Brand Development (Washington State University, October 2016), three 

personas were developed for a consultation business specializing in citizen engagement. Touch points 

for providing information or incentives was considered for each customer persona.   
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For mid-management government executives, 

networking and in-person connections are critical to 

developing a strong branded presence. Contracted 

work goes through an intensive bidding process, 

coordinated by support staff. Executives provide 

staff with contract and project needs based on 

legislative mandate and budget parameters. Bid 

processes must adhere to specific government 

requirements. Bidders scoring high advance to oral 

presentations or providing references. Bid evaluators investigate the bidder's website and social media 

to back up the written bid claims. Essentially, the bidder is working to get her or his foot in the door. 

 

Policy development specialists, agency contract managers and 

agency contractors interpret legislation, gather resources, 

establish budgets, and plan and develop the steps necessary to 

implement policies and programs in communities. While the 

consultant will report progress and results to the mid-

management executive, she will work most closely (after 

landing the contract) with these customers. Their particular 

informational and motivational needs must be considered. 

Their opinions carry considerable weight with management, 

and impact the long-term business relationship.   

  

Community stakeholders such as community-based 

organizations and social justice advocates are also critical to 

the success of the consulting business. They are frequently the 

doorway to people most deeply impacted by the policies and 

programs. Effective strategies must consider their role in 

shaping policies and programs, their community leadership, and 

ways they can support citizen participation. The consultant 

must create and maintain respectful and trusting relationships 

with them,  considering their unique interests, strengths and 

needs.  
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Awareness: 
Attention 
and 
Evaluation 

 

 In-person meetings when facilitating for another agency 
or community organization 

 Attending/networking at conferences, meetings, events 

 Thought-leader/content recognition tied to business via 
articles, publications and social media applications 

 Leading workshops/tabling at conferences and events 

 Word-of-mouth; refer to others as possible  

 Kick off meetings; laying the project groundwork  

 Presence at community meetings and events 

 Website with blog content, 
resources, samples, 
customer satisfaction stories 

 LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter  

 Business cards, brochures 

 Listserv, email marketing  

 Routine newsletters 

 Discussion forums 

 Newspaper editorials 

Driving 
Sales: 
Recency and 
Proximity 
 

 Strong presence on government contracting website 

 Strong, targeted written bid narratives and budgets  

 Well-researched presentations during bid process 

 Strong website with samples and customer reviews  

 Strong oral references from previous customers  

 Throughout the planning and development of the 
programs and projects, both 1:1 and in groups 

 Facilitating and mediating interactions with community 
organizations and citizens 

 Deliverables (timely, consistent, reliable) that meet the 
needs of staff and reflect the voice of the citizens 

 Listed in government 
contracting websites 

 Professional bid applications 
with clear links to website 

 Slideshare, U-Tube, blog 

 Accessible to staff for 
technical assistance and 
coaching pertinent to citizen 
engagement 

 Reliable and consistent 
meeting facilitation  

Advocacy: 
Value 
Exchange 
and 
Community 
 

 Articulate key lessons or insights learned from 
customer's leadership and input in final report out 

 Connect customers to other people, content, tools in 
areas they are interested in and working on 

 Invite customer's expertise into other projects the 
business is leading or involved in; help them grow their 
own reputation and leadership 

 Acknowledge customer's experiences, their expertise 
and help them grow their own reputation and leadership 
opportunities 

 Written final report plus one-
page excerpts of key areas 
and tools tailored from 
report customers can apply 
to other projects 

 Powerpoint, Prezi or other 
presentations available  

 Host forum discussions to 
encourage ongoing 
connections 

 

Conclusion 

 None of these touch points or strategies exist in isolation. Each phase can strengthen or weaken 

the next phase, and must be considered in context of the overall business vision and goals. When 

measuring the impact of the selected marketing strategies, it is important to consider how the data 

interplays with each other.  Until a single-source data and measurement model is developed, business 

marketing strategies must be measured and evaluated in tandem rather than in silos. Current and 

potential customers do not rely on a single messaging source; businesses should keep that firmly in 

mind at every stage of planning, developing and evaluating the marketing strategies and business 

success.  
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